Which Git hosts does Flow support?

Flow works with Git repositories and ticket vendors.

If your repositories are available in the cloud or behind a firewall, Flow can connect to your codebase. Learn more about using Flow with an internal server or behind a firewall.

Flow integrates with the below Git hosts and ticket vendors:
If you host your code in any of the below Git hosts, Flow ingests your commit data, pull request data and tickets/issues.

**Note:** Ticket-based reports including Retrospective, Ticket log, Sprint movement, and Investment profile only include ticket data from Azure DevOps Services and Jira.

- GitHub cloud
- GitHub Enterprise
- GitLab cloud
- GitLab Enterprise
- Bitbucket cloud
- Bitbucket Server
- Azure DevOps Services (VSTS)
- Azure DevOps Server (TFS)
- Jira

Flow also works with the following vendors via HTTPS or SSH:

- Assembla
- Beanstalk
- Kiln

If you need help, please email support@pluralsight.com for 24/7 assistance.